MAGNETIC
SWEEPERS

Clear work sites and important traffic areas of dangerous scrap iron or scattered
ferrous metal objects with magnetic sweepers from The Magnet Source™.
Available in sweeping widths from 8 inches to 8 feet, our sweepers are excellent
for clearing small areas such as walkways, factory aisles and loading docks, or
very large areas including roads, parking lots, runways and more. One of our
push-type, hang-type or trailer-type models can affordably meet your needs. We
guarantee strong, permanent magnetism and sturdy construction in all of our
models. Order today and find out why The Magnet Source™ is your best
source for magnetic sweepers!

Our heavy-duty MFSM24R sweeper features an easy load-release. To
unload, simply push the sweeper to the desired dumping area (i.e. a piece of
cardboard) and pull the lever. As the magnet raises, collected material is
released from the collector plate.
• The MFSM24R model picks up 6 lbs. of 8-penny nails, approx. 600 pcs.

Part No.
MFSM24R

Sweeping Width

Overall Width

Approx. Shipping Wt.

24"

30-1/4"

41 bs.
Some assembly required

For collecting dangerous scrap metal or collecting scattered metal items, our
MFSM models are an excellent value. Although very competitively priced,
these sweepers are incredibly strong and well-built. Powerful Ceramic magnets are encased in a durable aluminum housing which can be cleared of collected debris with work gloves or heavy shop towel. Easy to operate over most
terrain - even in water!
• The 24" model picks up 7.5 lbs. of 8 penny nails from 2" height approx. 680 pcs.
• 36" model converts to a hang-type sweeper
• Sturdy one-piece handle attaches easily
• Frame is 1 3/4" thick x 5" deep
Part #

Magnetic
Surface Area

Sweeping
Width

60 in2

12"

16-1/2"

17 lbs.

MFSM24

120 in2

24"

28-1/2"

27 lbs.

MFSM36*

180 in2

36"

40-1/2"

41 lbs.

The Pick-Up Pal™ is a powerful magnetic tool that picks up nails, bolts and other harmful scrap metal to prevent injury and loss. It contains neodymium, the most powerful
magnetic material in the world.
• 35” long handle allows users to reach under vehicles, workbenches, etc.
• Strong, durable, and lightweight.

Magnetic surface

07247

3" diameter

Approx. Shipping Wt.
2 lbs.

Approx.
Shipping Wt.

MFSM12

* 36” model features rubber wheels with bearing packed hubs

Part #

Overall
Width

MRS78 pictured. Chains and hooks not included.

These are super powered, permanent magnets for removal of sharp
iron objects from roads, parking areas, loading docks, runways and
other important traffic areas.
Our hang-type magnetic sweepers greatly reduce the possibility of costly
and dangerous flat tires and injuries caused by nails, scrap iron particles,
welding remnants, wire, staples, tacks and metal shavings.
Simply hang a magnetic sweeper from your forklift or vehicle bumper and
"sweep" all contaminated areas. Wipe the face of the magnet with a glove
or heavy shop towel to dispose of unwanted iron.
Although the magnetic road sweeper will lift a 3-1/2" long 16 penny nail
from 5” off the ground, the recommended sweeping height is from 2 to 4
inches depending on the terrain. Two eyebolts are installed on each
magnet for mounting.
• The 24" model picks up 11 lbs. of 8 penny nails from 2" height approx. 1,000 pcs.
• 1-3/4” high x 5” deep
• Available in any width, from 18" to 96"

MRS48 pictured.
Hanging bar not included.

Maximum recommended operating speed: 5 mph
Recommended sweeping height: 2-4 inches

Part No.

Magnetic
Surface Area

Sweeping
Width

Approx.
Shipping Wt.

MRS24
MRS48
MRS78

120 in2
240 in2
390 in2

24"
48"
78"

23 lbs.
50 lbs.
85 lbs.

Member of

Our trailer-type sweepers
make a clean sweep on the
big jobs. With 6 or 8 foot
sweeping widths, they can
quickly clear tramp iron from
streets, construction sites,
runways, steel mills, welding
sites and more, over smooth
or unpaved surfaces!

Minimum
assembly
required.

Like the smaller push-type and hang-type models, these big
pull-type sweepers save time and maintenance costs by keeping work areas
free of tramp metal debris. The heavy 3/8" x 2" steel frame with adjustable hitch withstands the
roughest conditions! They are designed to operate at road speeds up to 50 mph between jobs, and up to
10 mph during sweeping. Each sweeper has two large heavy-duty magnets which have 90 lbs. pull each,
and feature permanent magnetism with a lifetime warranty. Discharging collected metal is easy too. Simply
pull the lever, and the load is released from the stainless steel collecting plate into the carrying pans.
Part No.

Sweeping Width

Overall Width

Overall Depth

Overall Height

Approx. Shipping Wt.

MRS172

72"

84"

56”

27”

650 lbs.

MRS196

96"

111"

56”

27”

800 lbs.

U.S.A. and Abroad
MASTER MAGNETICS, INC.
607 S. Gilbert
Castle Rock, CO 80104
Tol Free: 1-800-525-3536
Local: (303) 688-3966
Fax: (303) 688-5303

www.magnetsource.com

California and Hawaii
A-L-L MAGNETICS, INC.
2831 Via Martens
Anaheim, CA 92806
Toll Free: 1-800-262-4638
Local:(714) 632-1754
Fax: (714) 632-1757

•
•

•

Southeastern U.S.A.
MIAMI MAGNET CO.
6073 NW 167th St.,Ste. C26
Miami, FL 33015
Toll Free: 1-800-222-7846
Local: (305) 823-0641
Fax: (305) 823-1603

